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Star Army Wiki



Welcome to Star Army! Star Army® is a creative community of role-players, writers, and sci-fi fans that have been world-building our own unique setting since 2002. This wiki is our encyclopedia of the universe we've made over the years. It provides a common source of truth and canon for the various games set in the shared fictional universe. It's also the guidebook for participating in and contributing to the Star Army Roleplay (SARP).
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The Star Army universe continues to grow and there's always a need for inspirational content that fuels stories and adventures. You can use this wiki to plan your RP, for keeping track of events and details, and to share the historical record of what happened. Currently wiki contains 13795 articles and 14829 media files (mostly images). Imagine how many printed RPG sourcebooks that would fill!



If you're new to Star Army, see the New Players Guide 🔰.




Navigation



There are three major ways to find content in the Star Army wiki: The Sidebar, Search, and Site Map.




Sidebar



You can find a list of major topics in the sidebar. On desktops and laptops the sidebar is located on the left side of this page. On narrow screens such as phones, the sidebar is minimized and located in a drop-down menu near the top of each page. Some namespaces will have custom sidebars.




Search



You can also search for articles using the search box. For search syntax see search. Star Army's wiki can be added to your browser's search providers by clicking the magnifying glass icon in your search box.




Site Map



There is also a site map linked near the search box. On mobile, it is found in the drop-down menu. Star Army wiki pages are organized by type into namespaces, which are essentially folders. For example, there is a timeline: namespace for years and events.




Adding Content



In general, everything that happens in the Star Army RP becomes canon, so please add information about any events that occur and characters who appear in the roleplay, so that we can keep the universe internally consistent. Creative contributions are also encouraged; you can expand the edges and fill in the gaps of the setting. Also feel free to fix any typos you find and update outdated pages. Be bold!



You need to be logged in to edit pages. This wiki and the forum have separate login systems.




Documentation



Page tools are located floating on the right side of the page. The pencil icon is used to edit pages. On narrow screens (phones) the tools are in the “tools” dropdown menu.


	 DokuWiki - About this wiki software

	 Formatting Syntax - Coding guide for editing wiki pages (See also: Wiki Cheatsheet)





	 Creating Wiki Pages

	 Page Templates


	 Wiki Style Guide - What pages should look like





	 Wiki Namespaces - Where to put your pages

	 Moving Wiki Pages - Changing namespaces or page names





	 Struct - Structured data plugin used for many lists on Star Army
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Or you could just start somewhere random!
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